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The Coding Arduino was organized by Prof . Sejal Chopra .This workshop was
conducted by a team ,which included some of the students from Third year engineering
from computer department .The students were being taught by a team led by Sherman,
David, Mihir, Shubham, Prayuj, Priyanka, Sherin, Sagar C, Sagar R, Tarun, Joyce,
Jacklin.
This workshop was held to provide some knowledge about Arduino software to the
students studying in Second year of engineering regarding their mini projects .The basic
functions related to Arduino was explained .Entire class was divided into groups of 4
students with 15 groups.
The workshop was conducted on 11th of January, Friday from 2 pm to 5 pm in IBM lab.
The workshop included detailed presentation about the Arduino software. Students
learnt the installation process of Arduino software . A Arduino kit was provided to the
students for better understanding of the concept by practically performing it .The
students learnt basic functions and programs related to Arduino and coded as per the
directions given by the team.
There were different programs which were executed from the students which included
the glowing of bulb and the buzzer using the breadboard and the arduino kit provided.
The training team of students escaped from their tight schedule to make students
understand the concepts related to Arduino software which proved to be helpful for their
mini projects . The workshop was very necessary to have a familiar hands on the Arduino
kit and the software to implement its usage in the mini projects. A total of 60 SE
students attended the session.
At the end of the session the seniors explained and showed their mini project using
arduino to the second year students. A PPT was being showed to the students to get a
hands on using arduino in their mini projects.

SOME PICTURES OF THE WORKSHOP:

